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Water: every drop counts
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World Water Day 2018: Nature for Water
World Water Day (22 March) is a day to raise awareness and inspire action to tackle
water and sanitation issues. Every year, UN-Water proposes a theme for World Water
Day corresponding to a current or future challenge. The theme sets the focus for the
World Water Development Report launched annually on 22 March. World Water Day
2018 ’Nature for Water’ will show the potential of nature-based solutions for water
and how they can be considered for water management policy and practice. The
theme in South Africa is Water is life; Respect it, Conserve it, Enjoy it.
(SOURCE: http://submission.worldwaterweek.org/2014/event/7156)
Water is the driving force of all nature – Leonardo da Vinci

Cape Agulhas Lighthouse saved from demolition by the Southern Tip community
The foundation stone for the Cape Agulhas Lighthouse was laid 170 years ago.
Construction was completed on December 15, 1848. Limestone quarried from the nearby
ridge was used as building material. Over the years the limestone was seriously damaged
by weather from the south-east. In 1960 a structural investigation of the lighthouse
tower confirmed serious defects due to weathering of the soft and porous limestone.
Consideration was given to demolish the tower, but the local community put up such a
fight against this that the Bredasdorp and Agulhas local authorities took over the
responsibility to preserve and maintain the lighthouse. In May 1971 an agreement was
reached that the lighthouse and all the buildings adjoining the tower were to be handed over to the Bredasdorp
Divisional Council. The lighthouse was declared a national monument on March 2, 1973 and this move by the local
community ensured that the southernmost Lighthouse, as an Icon and heritage site for all of South Africa and Africa,
was saved from demolition.
The Southernmost Tip a World Heritage site
The Southernmost Tip and the Agulhas National Park as part of the Agulhas
Complex within the Cape Floral Region, officially became part of a World
Heritage site in 2015 as approved by Unesco on July 3. The Cape Floral
Region was first listed on the World Heritage List in 2004. The extension
brings the size of the World Heritage Site to 1 094 742 hectares, significantly
increasing the size of South Africa’s internationally-recognised protected
areas. The extended Cape Floral Region is one of the richest areas for plants
when compared with any similar-sized area in the world. It represents less
than 0.5% of the area of Africa, but is home to nearly 20% of the continent’s
flora with about 69% of the 9 000 identified plant species being endemic to
the area. This in effect means that the Cape Agulhas Municipality and the
Overberg District Municipality are part of a World Heritage
site. (SOURCE: News24 Traveller, 2015-07-04, August 2015 eBulletin)
Cape Agulhas Tourism

Wetland ground-truthing in Agulhas NP continues: concentrating on the Ratel River catchment – Ruth-Mary Fisher,
Earth System Scientist, SANParks
As mentioned in the previous eBulletin, the quinaries spanning the Agulhas NP were targeted first to complete a wetland
map for the park. A quinary catchment is the 5th level of delineating river catchments into a much smaller unit. Before
2017 the fieldwork for quinary 9428 (Ratel River catchment) was completed and the GIS editing was done in June
2017. For the Ratel River quinary catchment (9428) the following changes were made due to the ground-truthing. 1.
The Floodplain wetland was reclassified to a Channelled Valley-bottom wetland along the main stem of the Ratel River
and Seep wetlands were added. 2. The Unchannelled Valley-bottom was reclassified as Depressions with Seep wetlands
surrounding it towards the southwest. 3. The main body of the Ratel River wetland remain classified as a Floodplain
wetland, but the Flat wetlands within the main body were reclassified as part of the Floodplain wetland. 4. Seep
wetlands not previously mapped were added. The GIS editing allowed the calculation of the area covered by the different
wetland types. That means that the area covered by the original wetland classification was reduced. For example,
Channelled Valley-bottom was reduced by 81.55ha. The addition of areas covered by the different wetland types, for
example, Floodplain wetland area covered, increased by 526.03ha. In total 224.95ha of wetland area not previously
mapped within the Ratel River quinary catchment was added. The Ratel River quinary catchment covers an area of 17
075.25 ha of which 3 141.58 ha is covered by wetlands of which SANParks conserve 1 447.61 ha. Thus SANParks
conserves 46.08% of wetlands within the Ratel River quinary catchment.
The Ratel River catchment area falls mainly outside the
Agulhas National Park. It originates in the north as
Wolfgatkloof and the main stream becomes Ratel River in
the vicinity of Die Potjies establishment in the north of the
catchment. Some of the tributaries arise to the east of the
Waterford Section in the Agulhas NP and are called
Bleskloof, Koksrivier, Louise se Kloof and Swartjieskloof.
The southern section
and main body of the
Ratel River wetland
are found within the
Agulhas NP.
The challenge of Day Zero – Madine Swart, Counselling Psychologist
It was always said that one day people will go to war over water. Our relationship with water is changing due to the severe
drought South Africa is experiencing and has experienced over the last two to three years. We are developing a new
relationship with a natural resource that many of us took for granted in the past. The possibility of Day Zero, when one of our
basic needs will not be satisfied, resulted in high levels of panic as well as behavioural problems in, specifically, the Cape Town
area. People are frantically collecting large quantities of water to survive when the taps run dry. Fights have been reported in
shops and in the long queues at fresh water fountains. How can this behaviour be explained? Due to the water crisis residents
of Cape Town are experiencing trauma. Initially many people were in denial about the severity of the situation, even though
adjustments had to be made because of water restrictions. When the date of Day Zero was announced the reality of the crisis
became clear and feelings such as anxiety, anger and despair were triggered. Collecting enough water to prevent the discomfort
of standing in longs queues for the daily ration of 25 litres seemed to be the only solution to feeling out of control. People were
also projecting their anger towards their neighbours, people queuing with them, as well as the local government. The irony of
this “survival of the fittest” behaviour is that collecting large quantities of water does not equip a person to adjust to the
changing situation. Someone who is not adjusting to using less water (the allowed 50 litres per day per person) will not be able
to cope with the 25 litres per day that might become a reality. The human species survived periods of major climate change,
famine, severe droughts and wars. People survived because they were part of an extremely resourceful community that could
adjust to a changing environment, and also very importantly, they were connected to their environment or nature. This is the
challenge of Day Zero: to get the community of Cape Town, and South Africa, to work together in this time of crisis and find a
way of living with less water in the future.

The Agulhas Biodiversity Initiative (ABI) alien clearing project - Adrianne van Wyk, Communications
Coordinator, Flower Valley Conservation Trust
The ABI Alien Clearing Project, coordinated by the Flower Valley Conservation Trust, allows teams to
remove alien invasive plant species across the Agulhas Plain. This project provides work opportunities to
240 participants and the aim is to clear over 13 000 hectares of alien invasive plant species. The project runs
until March 2018 and is funded by the Department of Environmental Affairs, through the Expanded Public
Works Programme. ABI’s partners are instrumental in the clearing efforts. There are nine land-user groups
within the project and they provide co-funding and support with implementation. The nine land user
groups are: Solitaire, Spanjaardskloof Inwonersvereniging, Napier Mountain Conservancy, Kleinriviersberg,
Akkedisberg, De Diepegat, The Nuwejaars Wetlands Special Management Area, Strandveld Boerevereniging
and the Walker Bay Fynbos Conservancy. The ABI Alien Clearing Project prioritises the removal of alien
invasive species in natural fynbos vegetation, especially areas of high conservation value such as riparian
zones. The project is focusing on follow-up clearing to ensure gains made during previous clearing cycles
are not lost, as well as hoping the project will continue beyond March 2018, following an application to
DEA.

The "Turtle Road Trip": saving loggerhead and leatherback turtle’s hatchlings
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Every year, thousands of loggerhead and leatherback turtles hatch on the
beaches of northern KwaZulu-Natal. They head to sea and are carried southward
by the warm Agulhas Current. Facing high levels of predation and strong
currents, many hatchlings find themselves off the Cape’s south coast - stunned
by the cold, weak and often injured. Many inevitably wash up and are stranded
on our beaches, having no chance of survival without help. The Two Oceans
Aquarium Conservation team in Cape Town decided to undertake a “Turtle Road
Trip” to visit communities, from Muizenberg to Plettenberg Bay, to find these
stranded turtles, to educate and equip the communities with network points that
are able to care for these hatchlings and to transport them to the Aquarium’s
turtle rescue, rehabilitation and release centre. At each of the 10 stops, the
turtle conservation team can be joined for a short presentation about what YOU
can do to help sea turtles, as well as the work being done at the Two Oceans
Aquarium to help stranded hatchlings: how you can help save stranded turtles
that you might encounter, and what can be done to help them on the other 364
days of the year as well. Events at the stops are open for all to attend - all we ask
in return is that you help save our turtles by spreading the message you hear
using the #TurtleRoadTrip hashtag. For more information contact Cell:
0832738234 rgeldenhuys@odm.org.za; talitha.noble@aquarium.co.za.

Mammals on the Agulhas Plain
Kaapse grysbok, Cape Grysbok, Raphicerus melanotis
The Cape or southern grysbok (Raphicerus melanotis) is a small antelope that is endemic to the
Western Cape between Albany and the Cederberg. It has a rough, reddish sandy coat flecked in
white with the head, neck and legs less flecked and somewhat yellowish, while the inside of the
ears, eye-rings, mouth area, throat and underside are white. There is a black “bridge” to the
nose and a dark scent gland in front of the eye. It stands only 45–55 cm at the shoulder and
generally weighs between 8–12 kg. The short tail of the Cape Grysbok measures 4 to 8 cm and
is almost invisible. Males have short, sharp and straight horns about 8 cm long. The Cape grysbok can fluff out the fur at its rear
end to make itself look bigger. The Cape Grysbok is probably territorial as sightings are mostly of individual animals. It is a
browser and can apparently go without drinking water for long periods, gaining most of its liquid requirements from its food. It is
primarily nocturnal, though it may be seen during early morning and late evening in the southern winter. They use a communal
latrine and mark plants in its vicinity with secretions from their pre-orbital glands. Lambs are born in the southern summer after
a gestation period of about 6 months. They stay hidden and grow fast. The Cape Grysbok’s native habitat is the Fynbos biome
(Cape Floristic Region), and it inhabits thick shrubland. It adapts easily to an urban environment close to human activity.
(SOURCE: STUART, C. & T. 2008. Field guide to mammals of Southern Africa. Struik.)
March in Khoe, !hoa≠gais, means turned ears or hyraxes are giving birth

Flood 2013

The Overberg’s oldest bell – Jimmy Herbert
The Overberg’s oldest bell was salvaged from the French Ship Le
Centaur, a wooden East Indiaman, which sank in 1750 after striking a
sandbank off "Die Walle", six kilometres west of Africa's southernmost
point, Cape Agulhas. The waves from the west drove her further
towards shore until she was permanently affixed between reefs and
sand, less than one kilometre from shore. The Le Centaur lay
undisturbed by man for 234 years until the diving group Aqua
Exploration discovered her in May 1984. The main site was found in
about six metres of water, on a rocky sand covered area. Twelve
cannons, a quantity of cannon balls and a large bronze bell were found
on the site. In 1984 the preceding storms had miraculously moved out tonnes and tonnes of sand, leaving the wreck
structures that would usually be covered by two to four metres of sand, open for inspection. The site was plotted and
established as that of the Le Centaur. The bell proved to be the most significant artefact recovered. After being
exposed to the breaking-up of the ship and a further 230 years underwater, the bell had suffered severely. On the least
damaged side of the bell, was the seal of the King of France which indicates that the founder was considered a "fondeur
du Roy". On the other side of the bell parts of the text reads as follows DE? LA RIVIERE ME FUDIT ANNO 171? Above the
text appears a traditional effigy of the Holy Sacrament, used by the Jesuits and common in the Catholic religion.
Unfortunately, both ends of the text are too damaged to be fully legible. The last digit in the date could be '2', '3' or '9'.
It is postulated that the founder belongs to the family Le Beurrier de la Rivière from Brest in France. Today this bell is
proudly the Overberg's oldest known bell, and safely in the custody of the Auret family.
Heritage sites in L’Agulhas village
Southermost, Cape Agulhas – Meg Cowper-Lewis
Southermost, the first house in the town of L’Agulhas, was
built by Michiel van Breda in 1929 as a family beach 1937
home. Van Breda was a descendent and namesake of the
original Michiel Van Breda of the historic farm Zoetendals
Vallei. The Van Breda family owned large tracts of land in
Potato-cut (c.1990) by Janda Maybank
1970
the southern Overberg, and their historic 203-year-old
(1933-2015)
farm Zoetendals Vallei is still in the family today. In 1848 Michiel generously made available a portion of his land for the
much needed lighthouse at Cape Agulhas. In the early 1940s, the then Michiel van Breda sold Southermost to Pietie
(P.K.) Albertyn, another well-known farmer in the district and original owner of Lagoon House in the Agulhas Rest Camp.
Changing hands again in 1959, the house became the property of Freda Cowper. During the 1960s Southermost
became the popular seaside holiday home for the Cowper family and friends and after 1969 the permanent home of
the Cowpers. Over the years, the family has managed to retain the old-world charm and unique character of the house.
The house was built predominantly according to Greek architecture with a Mediterranean courtyard, faded blue
window frames and is finished in lime wash. Now, under the auspices of the South African Heritage Resources Agency
(SAHRA), Southermost is listed as an historic home, and remains the southernmost private home on the continent of
Africa.

Penguin alert
African penguins have succumbed to the highly pathogenic H5N8 avian flu along the coastline of the Western and
Southern Cape and is spreading to other sea birds as well. Infected birds are being treated‚ as African penguins are an
endangered species. Affected birds show symptoms such as twitching and head tremors and may have difficulty
A. been shown to
breathing. Terns and other flying birds can lose their ability to sustain flight. The H5N8 strain has not
Viegeland
infect humans. People are warned not to touch sick birds. People are urged to report sick birds to the
nearest seabird
rehabilitation centre: the Penguin Sanctuary in Gansbaai, 072 598 7117 or SANCCOB (Southern African Foundation for
the Conservation of Coastal Birds), a 24-hour Seabird Rescue Centre for all seabirds in distress, including African
Penguins, Cape Gannets, Terns, Cormorants, etc.; https://sanccob.co.za.

Nuwejaars River in flood 2013

